
 

This post will provide a detailed overview of the BioRadiCFX Manager software and offer an in-depth review with screenshots. Completely free to download and use, this software is compatible with Windows 7 or greater, MacOSX 10.10 or greater, and Linux distributions that include g++ 4.7 or higher installed. BioRadiCFX Manager is an interactive software that is used to perform liquid-based
radiometric hybridization assays with the BioRadiCFX system. BioRadiCFX Manager allows the user to create liquid-based hybridizations in just minutes. By using this software, researchers are able to easily set up and run each experiment, analyze data, and manage complex assays with ease. BioRadiCFX Manager provides users with flexibility to store, store, store. This software allows the user to
create up to 100 hybridization wells at once. Using this software is simple and intuitive. All of the settings can be achieved by clicking on one single menu or icon, saving time and effort. BioRadiCFX Manager provides the ability to import hybridization data with any equipment configuration (conventional arrays, multicolor arrays), manage data, create assays (single color arrays), perform basic
analysis (calculate staining intensity or peak area), export data for analysis or integration into Excel spreadsheets, integrate into other applications (Excel, MySQL databases). BioRadiCFX Manager is used in several commercial applications to assist in the generation of custom assays. BioRadiCFX Manager generates a unique file for each newly designed hybridization that can be used in the
BioRadiCFX200, BioRadiCFX400 or BioRadiCFX5000 systems or integrated into other applications. Users may export the file to ASCII format, Excel spreadsheets, or MySQL databases. Data can also be imported from Excel spreadsheets or exported to existing MySQL databases for use in commercial applications. A user can take advantage of this software by means of two different actions:
Create a new hybridization data file for this system, or upload existing data files (. csv or .tsv formats). The following is a list of features that are included in the software.

BioRadiCFX Manager has been used by researchers to perform many types of hybridization assays across multiple scientific disciplines. Some examples include:

BioRadiCFX Manager has provided a solution to the problems of setting up and running complex experiments for researchers. This software can be used to run a rapid high-throughput microarray experiment, detect subtle differences in probe signal intensity, and run a complex global gene expression experiment with ease.
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